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Coralie won every day of D12 although
she didn t start on Day 6 as she had
already won the class and decided to run
the D16 course that Day.
For me it was the most exciting course of
the SOW in the category D12. I like to run
in such terrains. At the third control I was a
little bit unsure because the little lake had
dried up. There were a lot of branches on
the oor so that running across the forest
was sometimes slow.
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This is the second time we have
competed at the Swiss O Week the rst
time was in St Morit
years ago. Last
time I got better as the week went on as
I got more used to the terrain and maps
and the same happened this time and on
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2 02 The day before I made a seven
minute mistake. That motivated me to
run faster on stage ve. Apparently that
was a good strategy. I could
bene t also from the mistakes
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large variety of terrains during
SOW 201 Gstaad Care evey Orientation
Swiss O Week Day ve in the
forest and the others higher in
the mountains.
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for the ceremony. I won a Sport
towel
one of the sponsors . My parents were
disappointed I hadn t come in the top
on day as the pri es for that day were
a massive cheeseboard but I was uite
happy with my towel
The weather the rest of the week was
pretty good as well although there were
a lot of storms. There are two times that
still stick in my mind one when we went
up to the Glacier 000 and there was a
storm so they shut the cable car and we
were stuck up the mountain. Another time
we were sat in our friends apartment and
there was a massive storm and lightning
bolts constantly struck a crane in the
village.
Apart from day 5 my favourite day was
the rest day as there were so many
di erent things to do. In the end we went
to the Cailler chocolate factory which
was really interesting and tasty. We got
to eat as much chocolate as we wanted
Afterwards we went to Gstaad swimming
pool which was really great fun. Overall
the week was super action packed with
really ama ing views and I hope to be
going again in 2021 to SOW Arosa

stage 5 I nished in 2nd place.
I really en oyed the terrain on this stage
and it was also the most technical day. In
contrast to the other days the course was
constantly in the forest. The terrain was
very steep with lots of scattered boulders
and my course was a mix of technical and
easy controls. I didn t make any mistakes
apart one small error on # where I went
o the path at the at bit too early so I had
to climb up a steep bank and as it turns
out that leg was a lot easier than I thought
as the control was ust o the path.
The rest of the course went according
to plan and I found the controls spot
on. I seemed to be running well and my
time spent running through marshes in
She eld obviously helped at the end of
the course as we had to run through the
muddiest bog I have ever seen
On day ve we had uite late starts which
probably helped me get a fast time but
it was also a bit annoying as that day it
was super hot especially at one o clock
0 degrees Luckily we were shaded
from the sun in the forest while we were
running.
nlike the Scottish 6 days there are pri es
every day for the rst in each
class so this meant a
trip into Gstaad in
the evening
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Germany s olker Ender summarised
this year s Scottish 6 Days well This was
really a great spectakulum . In my opinion and
many others it was six days of excellent competition seven if you
throw in a Sprint and Trail O in areas that some dissenters had
thought were not up to the usual high standards they expect from
Scotland.
The
Scottish
Orienteering
6 Day
Event Co Ltd or S6D
for short
includes
within its Strategy and
Business Plan that
the Scottish 6 Days
must o er competitive
orienteering
but
the event must also
o er a great holiday
e e come you.
experience including
social activities and opportunities to visit the many attractions
Scotland has to o er . The S6D also aims to raise the pro le of
the event and orienteering across Scotland and this in turn has
led the Company to visit lesser known orienteering terrain. Who
could have guessed that Strathearn would yield one of the most
spectacular race arenas and the
tremendous few s uare kilometres
of orienteering terrain in the shape of
Dundurn Cnoc a Mhadaidh on Day
The often rocky road to planning
and organising this event started in
September 2015 at the S6D Board
when it was reported that options in the
Borders and or Galloway including a
possible border incursion were not
viable. A predecessor allegedly stated
at one time the forests down there
were only suitable for turning into
matchwood or was it matchsticks
but anyone who en oyed this year s
ox o tric s or resu ts.
Scottish Orienteering Championships
might disagree. The central belt was deemed the preferred option
with the event to be centred in the area called Strathearn.
Strathearn s Auchingarrich on Day 1 was known to have matured
into a usable orienteering area with some legacy from the late
Dave Prentice of TAY who single handedly connected up parts of
the forest armed only with a pair of secateurs and a bow saw. If
you discount Day at Culteuchar Dron which was counted back
in later Auchingarrich was indeed one of the few known bits of
suitable orienteering
terrain in Strathearn.
Thanks to some early
forays into the woods
by Event Coordinator
Terry O Brien
pre
his British Empire
Medal for services
to orienteering and
Tayside
orienteer
Allan
Downie
a
number of areas were
ornby
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esults
5 scores out of 6 races counted. At least 2 Brits managed to
mp having missed Day 1 leaving themselves unclassi ed
overall.
Best Brit Overall was Phil Murray BOK who took third on
55. o stages wins for Phil but he was 6 seconds o the
win on Day 1. The only Brit on Elite was Alice Leake AIRE
in 16th. Li Godfree was th on W 0. Christopher Bayliss
WRE was th on Challenge Middle.
CompassSport Subscribers topped W 5 however with
Sharon Crawford RMOC SA ahead of Li Mulder OLG
Goldau S I RSA.

Strathearn 2019

Some competitors inc uding Anna Haata a
on Day .
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2021

Swiss O Week 2021 will be held in Arosa in the eastern
part of Swit erland on 1 th 2 th July 2021. This slots into
the O calendar nicely being days after WOC 2021 in
C ech the week before the O Ringen in re and 2 weeks
before the Scottish 6 Days.
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Like this year s British Middle Champs. early starters were
faced with low cloud which lifted as the weather improved
through the morning. owever they also had a bitter ride
up on the chair lift in rain unable to move of course to keep
warm. Luckily there was a clothing transfer.
Pri e givings were held every 2 days for each day in the
centre of Gstaad on a broad stage that enabled the top
each day to be called up all the classes in 5 large groups.
Each day was sponsored and pri es were provided by
those sponsors. It was perhaps a pain if you were staying
far away from Gstaad as your race entry gave you free
public transport in the region for the duration of SOW.
Also it should be noted despite the relatively high entry
fees of SOW compared to other O multidays you got a
great goodie bag which contained a beach towel with an
orienteering map on it and a multitude of other bits and
bobs some of which got eaten very uickly

Scottish 6 Days
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